
CECE DESIST ARTISTRY -  WIG STYLING PRICING GUIDE (SYNTHETIC HAIR)

FULL CURL SET

SHORT/MEDIUM HAIR: $40

LONG HAIR: $60

EXTRA LONG/DENSE HAIR: $80

TEASING

LIGHT TEASE: $30

MEDIUM TEASE: $50

HEAVY TEASE: $70

RESTORATION SERVICES

FULL RESTORATION: FROM $70*

DETANGLE AND WASH: FROM $50*

*=WASH and RESTORATION prices may vary depending on the condition of the wig upon being
serviced. For a quote, please contact cecedesist@gmail.com with a picture of the wig in its current
condition.

STYLING

HOLLYWOOD/VINTAGE WAVE
PATTERN:

FROM $50** (Starting price based on a
standard medium wig. Prices vary depending on
length and density of the hair)

FINGER WAVES: FROM $50** (Prices vary depending on the
intensity of of the finger wave required)

FRENCH TWIST/UPDO: $30

TOWERED UPDO: FROM $50** (Prices vary depending on length
and density of the hair, and style of curl/wave
pattern desired)

TRIM: $25

**=Prices vary as outlined above .For a quote, please contact cecedesist@gmail.com with reference
pictures of the style you would like achieved.

All prices may vary depending on the amount of hair and time required to complete the order.
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*NEW* RESTORATION PACKAGES:

The "Touch up": $120
(suited to wigs in reasonable condition, that can still be detangled without a full restoration)
Includes: Basic detangle and wash, brush out, wave patterns/curl placement, and a base
tease. (Extra services can be added at an additional fee)

The "Good As New" Reset Option: $190
(suited to wigs that are too matted for the "touch up" option)
Includes: Full restoration, full curl set, brush out, wave patterns and curl placement, and a
medium tease

All prices are per wig. Should you require more than 1 wig stacked for volume, the above pricing will
apply for each wig used in your final piece.

Supplying the wig

The prices above are for styling only and do not include supplying the wig itself. It is
standard procedure that you supply your own wig to be styled.

If you require assistance with sourcing a wig, I can do so at an additional fee to cover
materials, shipping, and administrative costs. This fee is required to be paid in full before I
place the order for your wig. This option is not advised if you have a deadline or require an
express service.

Important note when supplying your own wig
● The quality of the wig you provide may affect the final outcome. Synthetic hair of

lower quality is more prone to tangling and damage, particularly during a restoration
service. I can highly recommend Wigs And Grace as a supplier of quality synthetic
lace front wigs with impressive shipping. Wigs By Vanity supply excellent wigs with
top quality hair, however their lace front range has been discontinued (hopefully only
temporarily).

● If you are sourcing your own wig from any suppliers I recommend, your wig purchase
is out of my hands and I take no responsibility for shipping, packaging, or quality
issues. Should you have any concerns, please direct them to the supplier that you
have ordered from.

● Upon pickup of your completed wig, please bring a wig head or wig stand with you.
Styrofoam heads can be found at Spotlight or some discount variety stores.
Collapsible wig stands are accessible online locally from Peek Cosmetics.



Wig upkeep
All sales are final after you have received your completed wig. By proceeding with your
order, you are accepting full responsibility for proper care and upkeep of your styled wig after
collection of your styled wig. Rigorous dancing and use of headpieces or hats will affect the
style of your wig.

To extend the longevity of your wig after it has been styled, please take proper care and
storage measures for your styled wig.

- Store upright on a wig head/stand
- When travelling, cover the wig using a hairnet and stuff the inside with newspaper,

then store it in a separate hard case. If possible, line the case with satin fabric.
- If travelling by car with a styled wig on a wig-head, you can also sit the wig head in

the front passenger seat and seatbelt her in. It may feel a little silly, but it works - trust
me!

- Wooden kebab skewers can be pierced into and around the wig head (kind of like
Hellraiser) to create a barrier between the wig head and its surroundings when
travelling.

- Duckbill clips can be used to keep wave patterns in place while travelling or in
storage. (I can supply these at an additional fee if required)

- Rigorous dancing and use of headpieces or hats will affect the style of your wig.
- Smooth out the top layer before and after wearing the wig with a soft bristle brush.
- Spray with hairspray before and after wearing the wig.
- Gently clean the lace after every use with isopropyl alcohol and a toothbrush.

Wig style maintenance can be provided for an additional fee that will depend on the
condition in which I receive the wig.

Deposit required
Once a quote has been determined, I require a 50% deposit in order to secure your order.
Payment can be made via direct deposit into the following bank account:

Bank: ING

Name: Katherine Nelson

BSB: 923100

Acct: 301375843

Please use your name as reference.


